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Good Afternoon!

Thanks for coming to our annual safety lecture.  I hope you have all enjoyed the convention this year, and 
especially the educational portion of the convention – my own feeling is that we’ve had some superb 
presentations.  

My goal today is to discuss the accidents that have occurred since last fall, and then try to put them into the 
larger context of MMOPA’s mission of improving safety.

I’m a strong believer in trying to learn from others’ experiences, since life is too short for each of us to get all 
the direct experience we could each use.

During this program, I’ll first talk about two PA46 accidents from the past few years where we now have final 
NTSB reports, and then I’ll discuss the accidents since when we should have had our last convention in 
Charleston. 

I expect we’ll then have plenty of time for questions, but if I could ask you to hold questions until the end, I’d 
appreciate it.  



But let me first quickly review how accidents get onto this list.

The NTSB defines an accident as either a serious injury or substantial damage to the plane.

Both of those terms are further defined…
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Serious injury is pretty much self-explanatory, and common sense.
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Substantial damage has a very specific meaning to the FAA, and basically excludes the 
damage you’d see from a simple gear-up landing.
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So under that definition, this gear up landing never made it into the accident database.



Nor did this botched go-around.  

Those incidents would have been in the FAA’s incident database. 

With that understanding of how accidents make the FAA’s list, let’s start looking at specifics.

First, though, I’d like to make the same disclaimer I make every year:  I was not present for any 
of these accidents. All I am doing is using the NTSB and other public records to describe what 
may have happened. In many of the cases, all I have is a preliminary report, with minimal 
information in some cases. 
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My point this afternoon is not to affix blame; I’ll leave that to the NTSB, insurance companies, 
and the courts.

My goal is for us to look at these accidents as learning experiences; trying to learn from 
someone else’s misfortune.

I may speculate on causes, without any factual basis for doing so, if it helps make a teaching 
point.

I certainly don’t mean to cast aspersions on any of the involved pilots, even when I list pilot 
error as the cause. 

Even the best pilots can have a bad day; any of us here could.  

I certainly mean no disrespect to any of our brother pilots.
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So with that introduction, just to jog your memory, here are the accidents from our 2016 convention in New 
Orleans thru fall a year ago - a total of 8, which I would have talked about in Charleston.  

The six US accidents in red are in the NTSB database. The blue incident in Ohio is not in the NTSB 
database, nor are the two in Germany.  

The pin with the red outline in Oregon is the single accident with fatalities in the NTSB, which I will discuss 
shortly.

There was also an accident with two fatalities in Germany in August 2017, which is not in the NTSB 
database, and about which I have virtually no information, so I won’t try to analyze that one this year.

That was a relatively good year for the PA46, by historical standards.   
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So here’s the good news!

These are the accidents since last September thru now.

We’ve had a very good year: 4 non-fatal accidents in the US, and one incident in Norway.   

Congratulations to us!!

I’ll talk about each of these.
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But before I talk about this year’s accidents, I want to review two older fatal 
accidents, where the completed investigations helped us better understand what 
happened.

Dave McVinnie covered the Oregon accident beautifully in the magazine, and I 
briefly covered the England accident in the magazine last fall, but I think both are 
worth reviewing in a bit more detail here.
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The first is from the UK, almost three years ago now.

I believe it’s worth discussing again for two reasons: the British equivalent of 
the NTSB did an outstanding investigation, and the accident can teach us all 
some lessons.
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This was a 1990 Mirage.



On a short day flight, about 110 miles, from a suburban London airport westbound.  The pilot 
and three passengers were on board the plane.



The destination was a daytime-only vfr-only field, in uncontrolled airspace.

This airport has no instrument approaches.  The pilot was instrument rated.

The pilot telephoned the airport prior to departure, and was told the weather was not very good, 
with a 500’ ceiling and rain.



The metars at another field about 17 miles away showed calm winds, light rain, some low 
clouds, and the temperatures and dewpoints close together.

The forecast was: rain, fog, broken clouds, and chance of thunderstorms.

The destination weather was significantly worse, with unofficial reports of a 300 foot ceiling and 
3 miles visibility.

Not weather that I’d personally fly VFR, even if it were legal.



The plane crashed roughly 6 miles short of their destination, killing everyone on board.



Until the final report came out, I really couldn’t explain what might have happened, other than 
loss of control very marginal weather.

But this is a case where the final report was very helpful, and a good teaching lesson…



The British Air Accident Investigation Branch is the equivalent of our NTSB.  

Their 30-page final report is enlightening, and worth downloading and reading.



First:  Pilot experience. 

Relatively low time pilot, but lots of experience on this particular route, with apparently frequent 
scud-running into this particular field.

Instructors and instrument rating examiners who’d flown with him said he was a “by the 
numbers” pilot, but became overwhelmed quickly with unexpected conditions.



Nearing his destination, he asked for a descent from ATC to descend to “Try and become 
visual”, so he was clearly in the clouds.

It’s likely he’d done this multiple times before. 



His GPS had a ‘direct to’ flight plan entered from origin to destination, with a user waypoint on 
the extended centerline
for his preferred runway.



Here’s where things get interesting.

His radar track strongly suggests the autopilot was flying most of the trip.  The precision of the 
altitude suggests it was in an altitude hold mode at 2000 feet.

As he approached his roll-your-own final approach fix, it appears he was hand-flying.



Here’s his altitude radar track.

He’s flying level at 2000 feet and a groundspeed of 144 knots.



The plane then starts to descend to 1700’.  So 300’ down in about 15 seconds, or roughly 1200 
ft per minute.   

A pretty normal descent profile.



But then the plane enters a rapid climb to 2900’ at a vertical speed of almost 3700 ft/min.  The 
calculated deck angle was 35 degrees up.

His calculated groundspeed at the top of this climb is 32 knots.



He then rapidly descends to 1300 feet at 6000 ft/min, reaching 176 kts.

He manages to stop that dive 460’ above the ground.



The plane climbs again, reaching 1900’ and an groundspeed of 68 kts.

At this point, the plane dives into the ground at a 60 degree down angle at about 8000 ft/min.

<CLICK>

So, why this roller-coaster before the crash?

I suspect some of you already know or have guessed…



The investigators examined all the autopilot annunciator bulb filaments.

Based on those that were stretched, rather than just broken, they determined which lights were 
on at the time of the crash.



Which were these...

Essentially, these are the settings for normal cruise, but with the AP off.

An instructor who’d flown recently with this pilot said he always turned off his autopilot using the 
red button on the yoke.  That would turn off all the lights.  The instructor had never seen the 
pilot use either the trim switch (which would give this light pattern) or the autopilot engage 
button to turn off the autopilot (which also would have given this light pattern).

Finally, the elevator trim was found to be moderately nose-up.



So the theory is that the pilot forgot to turn off the autopilot before beginning his descent, thus 
overpowering the autopilot.  The autopilot at that point would start trimming up.

That could have caused the rapid climb, and somewhere in the roller-coaster path, either the 
pilot hit the trim button, or the autopilot pitch angle was exceeded, and the autopilot switched 
itself off, with the trim still nose-up.  In IMC, the pilot lost control into a stall spin.



We can’t prove this sequence of events, but it would certainly explain the investigation findings.

Regardless, a powerful lesson to us all about understanding our avionics, and the danger of 
inadvertently overpowering the autopilot, especially in IMC.

Personally, I think it’s also a good lesson in using our instrument training to fly IFR in crummy 
weather.



Next, the last fatal accident in the US fleet, 18 months ago.

As I said, Dave McVinnie covered this one in the magazine, but I do think 
it’s worth discussing again.
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This is an ‘84 Malibu involved in a IFR approach crash.



The professional pilot and his three passengers departed from Van Nuys to Eugene Oregon for 
a 3 ½ hour flight.  

This was an experienced pilot, with a commercial certificate and over 5000 hrs flight time, but 
relatively low time in the PA46 - only 160 hours in type.



The flight arrived in the Eugene area about 1030am local time.

At that time, the weather was challenging, with low visibility and strong gusty winds.



This is the radar weather from 18 mins before the crash to 13 minutes after.

You can see the heavier areas crossing the flight path right about when our plane arrives.






With the weather, Eugene was landing to the south.

There were PIREPS of moderate ice in the area; we don’t know if the pilot had received those.

There were also weather images showing areas of supercooled liquid water (SLW) in the area.

For the last 20 minutes of the flight, the pilot requested lower altitudes multiple times; I wonder 
if that means he was picking up ice in the clouds.

Cascade approach also twice advised the pilot of heavy to extreme precipitation ahead.



Given the flight’s route from the south, they would have been vectored north of the field to turn 
back onto the ILS southbound.

This is the Flightaware track, which would be consistent with that.



Here’s that track superimposed over a street map.



The pilot was vectored for the ILS 16L approach.  

Here’s the Final Approach Fix (ZUNAX) relative to the flight track.  



And here’s the profile view showing a crossing altitude of 2000’ inbound at ZUNAX.



Here’s the Flightaware tracklog, showing these tracks/altitudes/and groundspeeds.  

Remember these are groundspeeds on Flightaware; you’ll see the radar track shows speeds 
near the end about 30 knots faster, which would be consistent with the winds.  

But I still think that’s still too slow for 12 miles from the runway.



This is the ATC radar track.

At the third to last point, the onboard Stratus receiver recorded a 42 deg left bank, with 14 deg 
pitch up.

At the next point, the plane was in a 95 deg left bank, with a 35 deg pitch down.

The final radar point showed a spin to the right, with the plane inverted and 66 deg pitch down.






The wreckage of the plane was found in a field here.



The four people on board died in the crash.



There are multiple contributors to this accident. 

I think it’s very possible ice played some role here.  

It’s also possible that the pilot failed to increase power after the autopilot leveled off around 
2000 feet.  

Regardless, the final event, at that point below the clouds in turbulent air, was a stall/spin while 
being vectored onto the localizer.  Very sad.

These were challenging conditions, especially for a low time-in-type pilot.  A preflight FRAT 
assessment would have ranked this a no-go.



So, with those two older fatal accidents covered, now let’s move on to the events 
since last fall.
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The first is a 2005 Meridian.



The 67 yr old ATP-rated pilot had flown down that morning from Pensacola to Clearwater/St 
Pete without issue, landing about 1230.



About 40 minutes later, at 1:15pm, the pilot did a normal preflight for a return to Pensacola.

In good weather, he took off runway 36.



According to the pilot, per the preliminary NTSB report, as he retracted the gear, his engine lost 
power, and then started surging.



Rather than attempt a water landing, the pilot declared an emergency and turned back to the 
field.



His left wing hit the ground and he came to rest near his departure runway.



The left wing was torn off, and there was a lot of other damage.



<WAIT for recording>

The pilot suffered broken bones and apparently a collapsed lung, but thankfully nothing life 
threatening.

Very low altitude returns to the airport don’t usually work out, so this pilot did a good job of not 
stalling.  He didn’t quite walk away, but he recovered, so good job.

Right now all we have is the preliminary report, so no information regarding the engine problem.

I suspect I’ll have more information next convention.






This next is an incident, therefore not in the NTSB database, from Norway.

I include it because of the learning opportunity.
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This is a ‘93 Mirage with a JetProp conversion.



The flight was 730 miles, from southern Germany to Oslo, Norway, with 4 people on board.



Roughly ¾ thru the flight, the pilot noted smoke in the cockpit.

He was able stop the smoke by shutting down most electrical equipment, and elected to do an 
urgent landing in northern Denmark.



Aalborg airport is Denmark’s third largest airport, with 8600’ runways and commercial traffic, so 
a good diversion choice.



The weather wasn’t great for an emergency:  IMC in snow, 1400’ ceiling, 2 mi visibility.



I think both the pilot and the tower controller did a great job with this emergency.

Rather than tell you what happens, I’m going to play the ATC tape.  It’s worth a listen, especially 
because of the good work of both the pilot and the controller helping each other.  The pilot did a 
good job of managing the situation, and effectively using the controller’s assistance.

<CLICK>





The pilot landed gear up.

No one on board was hurt as the plane slid off the runway onto the adjacent grass.

I don’t have any information on the source of the smoke, or the gear problem, or whether they 
were related.  

Bottom line:  He got the plane on the ground with no injuries; that’s a very good outcome.



Next is a fuel exhaustion accident.
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This is an ‘86 Malibu on a night flight.

The pilot had flown earlier that evening down from Los Angeles to John Wayne airport in Santa 
Ana.



About an hour later, at 1040 pm, he departed Santa Ana for Prescott Arizona, with two 
passengers.

It’s unknown whether he refueled before this hour and a half leg.



Roughly 10 miles from his destination, he declared a low fuel emergency, and informed the 
tower that he was going to land on a road. 



He landed on Iron Springs Road, 7 miles from his destination.



During the landing on the road, he hit a light pole, shedding his right wing.

The three people onboard were taken to a hospital with non-life-threatening injuries.



They were lucky that it was after midnight, and car traffic was light.



There’s no information from the NTSB at this point, given the accident was just 4 months ago.

But I’m sorry – I just don’t have anything profound to say about running out of fuel on night 
cross-country flight with passengers on board…



Next, a go‐around gone bad.
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The pilot was flying day vfr, not on a flight plan, in nice weather, from Fayetteville Arkansas, to 
Springhill airport in northern Louisiana.



SpringHill is a public airport with a 4200 foot runway.



As I said, the weather was very nice.

We have very little information at this point, but the pilot was doing a go-around.

He raised the gear & flaps, but said the engine wasn’t producing power.



The plane touched down just past the end of the runway, and there were no injuries.

No further information at this time.

I’ll just mention that it’s usually a good practice on a go-around is to wait for positive rate-of-
climb before raising the gear…



Finally, a recent crash on take‐off just about 5 weeks ago, in New Mexico.
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This was a 2008 Mirage.



The trip was a vfr trip from just outside of El Paso to Chihuahua, Mexico – a relatively short 200 
mile trip.



The departure airport has a 9500’ runway, and sits at a field elevation of 4113’.

The pilot reports he “refueled” the plane, and then loaded his five adult passengers and their 
baggage.  

At this point, I obviously don’t know the takeoff weight, but I’m willing to bet it was over gross, 
probably significantly so.



Wind was 140 at 6 kts.

The pilot initially attempted a takeoff from the intersection, using 10 degrees flaps.

The plane didn’t accelerate adequately, so he wisely aborted the takeoff.



Unfortunately, he didn’t take the hint.

He turned around on runway 28, put in 20 degrees of flaps, and attempted another takeoff.



He says he did lift off, but never was able to climb.

Nearing the end of the runway, he put the plane back down on the runway, HARD, and ran off 
the right side of the runway into sand and grass.



The hard landing drove the left landing gear assembly up thru the left wing.



There was a lot of damage.  But the six occupants all walked away.



Given the field elevation, temperature and barometer, the density altitude was 7175 feet.

If properly loaded, that should still have been doable.  So I’ll await the final report, with the 
actual plane loading.



The take-home lesson is one we’ve all heard – don’t mess with high density altitude, especially 
over gross...



So, despite these four accidents and one incident I’ve discussed, this is the lowest 
12‐month total of mishaps I can remember.

And thankfully no fatals.

Pretty good year, I’d say…
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Just for some perspective, Let’s look at long-term trends in the PA46.

Here are the NTSB accident numbers from 1984 to the present, by calendar year (rather than convention year), in 
the green line.

The number of accidents is generally increasing, as is seen in the trend line.  I’m hoping the last few months of this 
year don’t change that very low point for 2018.

But the number of PA-46’s in the fleet is also increasing, so it’s also important to look at the accident rate.
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Since the FAA doesn’t publicly estimate hrs flown for individual general aviation models, I’ve 
used accident rate per 100 US-registered aircraft as a surrogate – that’s the yellow line, with 
the slowly decreasing trend line.

So, while the total number of accidents rises, our rate is slowly dropping, which is good.

This slow decline is a bit better than that seen throughout general aviation, which shortly I’ll 
show you in a similar slide from the latest Nall Report.
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Here are the fatal accidents from 1992 to the present, by calendar year – in the orange line.  
You can see that this is the fourth of the past 25 years with zero fatal accidents.  It can be done 
– and we’ve got to keep doing it.

Over this time period, the number of fatal accidents has been slightly increasing, as is seen in 
the blue fatal accident trend line, despite the past three years.
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But the fatal accident rate per 100 registered aircraft is the red line, with the sharply decreasing 
trend line.

That decreasing trend line occurs despite 2014 and 2015, which were terrible years.  
Thankfully, we’ve done better the past three years. 

I don’t think we should lose sight of the fact that we’ve reduced our fatal accident rate by almost 
75% since the early days of the PA46, and our trend line down is much better than GA as a 
whole’s fatal accident trend line. 

BUT let’s not get complacent.  Let’s finish this year with ZERO fatal accidents.
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Here’s the latest Nall Report data on overall accidents and fatal accident rates. Remember 
these are rates based on estimated flight hours.  

If you look at the curves, there is a downward trend in total accidents, except for the past 
couple of years.  

But the curve for fatals (in black) shows only a tiny downward trend, unlike the PA46 curve I 
showed you.



We’ve had a good 12 months.  Let’s keep that up, and duplicate it next year.

Remember that we are the weak link in aviation safety.   Do risk assessments, train well, don’t 
take stupid chances.   <CLICK>



Let’s continue our current positive trends!!

I’d like to think MMOPA’s focus on safety is contributing to the good results we’ve seen over the 
past couple of years.

Thanks very much.  

I’ll post these slides on the website in the next few days.

Questions or comments are welcome.
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